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The algorithm RLS-PLUS was developed to yield solutions to the

multivariate control problem of diameter and species optimization for mixed conifer

and hardwood stands. The problem is specified with twenty-five state variables

consisting of five species groups with four merchantable diameter classes and one

unmerchantable class. This gives twenty diameter species group control variables.

The large state vector allows the algorithm to account for competitive interactions

among species in the optimization process.

RLS-PLUS is an extension of the RLS-PATH algorithm. Specific extensions

in the application of RLS-PLUS are the differentiation of species through expansion

of the controls, and greater detail of the economic parameters. RLS-PLUS and

RLS-PATH both limit their search to a single state space per iteration. RLS-PLUS

also relies on the assumption of a monotonically increasing production function, in

accordance with the PATH algorithm.

RLS-PLUS was applied to the single tree, distance independent growth

model ORGANON version 3.0 (Hann, 1983). Optimal thinning trajectories

prioritized the removal of the relatively slow growing, highly competitive species

when stumpage values are constant across all species. Altering the stumpage values

of different species groups predictably alters the prioritization of species removal.



Optimal soil expectation values (SEV) determined in the twenty control variable

problem ranged from seven to sixteen percent greater than if the problem state space

was reduced to four diameter class controls.
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A Multivariate Control Solution to the
Mixed Species/Diameter Class

Thinning and Final Rotation Problem

LITERATURE REVIEW

The tactical planning problem of determining the optimal thinning regime and

harvest time was stated by Duerr et al. (1956);

"One of the most common decisions foresters make is which
tree to cut and which to leave. Periodically the stand is entered
and trees whose quality or growth rates are below par are
marked for removal. The marked trees are at or beyond their
point of financial maturity, the point which the expected value
increase no longer equals or exceeds the net return possible; the
discount rate. The removal of the tree allows its cash value to
be invested elsewhere, and turns the growing space over to
other trees. The net effect of cutting financially mature timber
is to maximize the net return to the forest business."

Since these words were written many approaches have been utilized in trying

to solve the thinning intensity and final rotation problem. The increased interest in

mathematical programming techniques coupled with the sophistication of fast micro

computing power has allowed highly dimensioned problem formulations to be

examined. Focusing on the more recent solution procedures, dynamic programming

and pattern search are the most prevalent in the literature.

Brodie, Adams and Kao (1978) developed a forward recursive dynamic

programming algorithm. The algorithm was a two state descriptor model, with

stocking (cubic feet) and time as the state variables, stocking as the single control

variable. The model was used to evaluate the impacts of regeneration cost, initial

stocking level, site quality premiums, and variable logging costs on thinning intensity

and rotation age.



Given the limited number of state variables in the problem formulation, the

growth model (McArdle et al. 1961) was necessarily a function of only stand age.

Such a growth model does not credit thinning with diameter growth acceleration

after stocking reduction. Also within this framework, timber quality premiums must

be a function of age only.

The optimization procedure maximized present net worth (PNW) from

regeneration to stand age t and stocking level S, inclusive of thinning revenues plus

costs incurred prior to the boundary of the network. For any given age, the optimal

single rotation terminal stocking was the level which offered the maximum PNW of

thinning plus final harvest yields.

Accelerated diameter growth resulting from thinning needs to be recognized

as an essential component of the optimization process. Without this aspect of forest

growth dynamics it is impossible to account for reduced logging cost and increased

income as the diameter of the harvested timber increases. Brodie and Kao (1979)

optimized thinning in Douglas-fir with a three-descriptor dynamic programming

algorithm which accounted for accelerated diameter growth. The growth model

utilized by Brodie and Kao (1979), DFIT (Bruce et al. 1977) was better specified

than the model derived from McArdle et al. (1961) with respect to the increased

number of predictor variables in the DFIT model formulation. This specification

allowed stands to be simulated via the developmental variables diameter, volume,

mortality, height, basal area, and number of trees.

The three state variables in the Brodie and Kao (1979) model were trees per

acre (TPA), basal area per acre (BA), and time. The single control variable was trees

per acre. The inclusion of a third continuous state variable, basal area, allowed more

points on the production surface to be examined relative to a two state model, but

also lead to an increase in the number of nodes in the dynamic programming



network. Potential problems of dimensionality were overcome by Brodie and Kao

(1979) by treating the network nodes as "neighborhood storage locations". The

essential idea of the neighborhood storage locations was to combine discrete thinning

with growth from the optimal nodes of the previous stage, thereby creating candidate

stands in the same neighborhood. The neighborhood storage locations were

developed by demarcating the production surface into discrete TPA and BA

intervals. Optimization took place over the candidate stands of each neighborhood,

and the highest-value alternative was assigned to its respective neighborhood node.

Future stand projections were made only from the continuous values, i.e., TPA, and

BA, stored in each neighborhood location. The neighborhood approach reduced

storage needs by representing the continuous production-surface with a limited

number of nodes.

Diameter free simulators use the ratio of basal area removed per tree thinned

with respect to basal area of the stand before thinning to reflect the type of thinning;

high, mechanical or low. This is a reflection of the ratio of diameter of trees

removed to diameter of the stand before thinning. In diameter free models future

growth is dependent on basal area, number of trees and age, regardless of thinning

history. In an individual tree model, growth is affected by the diameter distribution

as well as the stand variables. Optimization thus requires evaluation of various

diameter distributions as well as thinning intensities.

Haight, Brodie, and Dahms (1985) took advantage of the neighborhood

storage location reduced storage needs in the simultaneous determination of optimal

timing and intensity for thinning and final rotation age in lodgepole pine management.

This was the first dynamic programming (DP) algorithm applied to a single tree I

distance independent stand simulator. Stand simulators of this nature allow direct

manipulation of the number of trees in diameter classes. However, the computation



and storage requirements for a DP algorithm in which residual numbers of trees in

diameter classes are control variables, i.e., the need to store a tree list at each DP

node, is beyond the capacity of neighborhood storage location algorithms.

Solvability thus required the classification of the tree list into one inch diameter

classes. Each class was described by the average original tree diameter, height, and

number of trees from the original list.

The model constructed by Haight et al. (1985) was a four-descriptor DP

algorithm. The four state descriptors were thinning type, residual number of trees,

residual basal area, and stand age. Thinning type and residual number of trees were

the control variables. The addition of thinning type to the problem formulation

expanded previously defined dynamic programming networks to four dimensions,

thus allowing the comparison of yields from a large number of diameter-distribution

sequences.

Paredes and Brodie (1987) developed the irojection Jternative Iecifnique

(PATH), a solution algorithm which overcomes the computational burdens of

traditional dynamic programming by reducing computational storage needs. The

algorithm utilizes concepts from the generalized Lagrange multiplier method

proposed by Everett (1963), with direct estimation of the Lagrange multiplier. The

primary difference between traditional dynamic programming and the PATH

algorithm is in the nature of the objective function, i.e., the recurrence relation. With

traditional dynamic programming, the cumulative returns from previous silvicultural

and stocking decisions does not include any value for the standing trees, except at

the final harvest node.

The PATH algorithm objective function incorporates the value of the

residual trees at a future time plus the return from implementing the controls.

Incorporating PATH's objective function with the basic functional equation stated by



Bellman (1957), and the assumption of a monotonically increasing production

function, allows the algorithm to efficiently find optimal solutions, i.e. using minimal

computational storage.

Paredes and Brodie (1987) compared the solution times for the Brodie and

Kao (1979) dynamic programming formulation with the PATH algorithm and found

the time savings ratio between algorithms was approximately thirty times. Also

noted was the occasional minor difference in optimal thinning regimes. These

differences can be attributed to artifacts of the neighborhood storage method.

Yoshimoto et al. (1988) interpreted the PATH algorithm in terms of the

calculus of variations. The resulting algorithm was applied to the SPS single tree

growth simulator (Arney, 1985) using a single control variable, trees per acre.

Yoshimoto was also able to detennine exact values of the LaGrange multiplier, that

is the shadow price per unit of future resource, using post optimal analysis.

Yoshimoto et a! (1990) applied the calculus of variations formulation

developed by Yoshimoto (1988) to the single tree / distance independent stand

simulator PROGNOSIS (Wykoff et al. 1982). Solutions utilizing a minimum of 2

diameter class controls, and a maximum of 7 controls were compared. All species

were grouped in the diameter classes.

Yoshimoto4s economic optimization of PROGNOSIS illustrated that

increasing the dimensionality of the control vector offered greater detail for the

optimal thinning regime. The larger control vector was able to take advantage of the

ability to manipulate individual trees in the stand, a feature of single tree / distance

independent growth simulators, yielding superior thinning regimes. However,

benefits from increasing the number of diameter classes were minimal for already

large control vectors. Further increase in the resolution of solutions requires the

ability to manipulate individual trees by species groups, as well as diameter classes.



THE PATH ALGORITHM

The PATH algorithm's formulation for determining optimal resource

scheduling eases the "curse of dimensionality" problem highlighted in earlier dynamic

programming applications to stand level management. The curse of dimensionality is

overcome by solving the problem as a series of independent single stage DP

problems. At each stage, the optimal control vector, i.e., the thinning prescription,

maximizes the sum of revenues at the current stage, and the discounted value of the

residual stand at the beginning of the next stage.

The derivation of the PATH algorithm, and its conformity to the principal of

optimality, (Bellman, 1957), can be illustrated as a classical control theoretic problem

(Intrilligator, 1971) with the following canonical form:

Maximize J = J I(X, X', t)dt (2.0)

ST: X=f(X,X',t)
X(to)=Xo
X(t1)=X1

where I is the continuously differentiable intermediate function, X is the state vector,

X' is the control vector, t is time; t0, t1, are the initial and terminal times, (in this

context the terminal time is a final harvest), X, X1, are the initial stand conditions at

time to, and the final stand condition (clearcut) at t1, f (X,X',t) are the equations of

motion which describe the time rate of change of the state variables (Doifiian, 1969).

The traditional dynamic programming fundamental recurrence relation can be

derived from the intermediate function, equation 2.0, as follows (Intrilligator, 1971):

(2!)
J* (X,t) = Max [I(X,X',t)t + J (X+i.X, t+/Xt)]

{X'(t)}

Where J* (X,t) is the maximized value of the objective functional for the

problem starting at the initial state X, at time t.



The principal of optimality (Bellman 1957) states that:

"An optimal policy has the property that, whatever the
initial state and decision [i.e., control] are, the remaining
decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard to the
state resulting from the first decision"

The fundamental recurrence relation illustrates the principle of optimality in

that for J*(X,t) to be optimal, J*(X + iX, t + zt) must be optimal with respect to

the state vector X at time it. Traditional DP meets this principal by "tracing back"

the optimal NPW decision nodes through the DP network, from the time of final

harvest to the initial time. With this solution procedure, all decision nodes for all

stages must be retained, resulting in a data structure typically referred to as the DP

network.

The PATH algorithm conforms to the principal of optimality by including the

discounted value of the residual stand at the beginning of the next stage (RSVn+1) in

the objective function. The RSVn+I component thus serves as a proxy to J*(X +

X, t + t) in equation 2.1. With this formulation, the prescription which maximizes

marginal return yields the optimal stand at the next stage (Yoshimoto et aL 1988).

Equation 2.0 can therefore be simplified to:

Maximize X' dt (2.2)

Where tn is the current stage, and t1 is the beginning of the next stage. This

formulation corresponds to Everett's (1963) work in resource allocation

demonstrating that if the choice of x' is decided independently in each stage, the total

return is maximized by maximizing the objective function of equation 2.2.

The formal statement of the PATH algorithms objective function is derived as

follows; using the notation from Yoshimoto et aL (1988), the following variables are

defined:



Y: Vector describing the value of the stand at stage n prior to decision T.

R: Vector describing the value of the stand at stage n afler decision T.

T: Vector describing the value of the control vector at stage n.

The above variables are formulated into the following relationships:

R+T=Y (2.3)

R+ S X'dt=Y+1 (2.4)

Given the above equations, stage-wise objective function 2.2 can be restated as:

Max J = 5
n4 X' dt = Max J =Y1 - R

[Ta] tn {T]

=MaxJ11 =Y Y +T11 (2.5)

The value of the stand before any application of the controls is constant for all

admissible trajectories, thus Y can be eliminated from 2.5, resulting in the PATH

algorithm stage-wise objective function of:

Maximize J = +
O<[Tj

and global objective function of:

Maximize J11 = +
O<[T]

Once the optimal control vector is determined via equation 2.6, all future

control trajectories are projected only from the application of that optimal control

vector. Not having to store the current stages decision nodes, or project harvesting

alternatives from inferior control trajectories yields a vast savings on states,

computer memory and computer time, essentially reducing the problem to one-state,

one-stage dynamic programming (Yoshimoto et al 1990). The computational crux

of the problem then becomes efficiently determining a maximal stage wise trajectory

(2.6)

(2.7)



from a minimum of iterations. Determining the stage-wise trajectory is henceforth

referred to as the regional optimization problem.



REGION LIMITING STRATEGIES AND ITERATED DYNAMIC
PROGRAMMING

The RLS-PATH and RLS-PLUS algorithms incorporate aspects of region

limiting iterated dynamic programming strategies, and concepts from the PATH

algorithm, for determining the optimal thinning regimes and final harvest age of a

given stand. Region limiting strategies were developed as a heuristic approach to

solving dynamic programming problems with many state variables. Solutions to

these problems are not guaranteed to yield the absolute optimum of a performance

measure; but are considered to offer good solutions, with less computational effort.

These techniques are thus implemented primarily when computational limits do not

allow the application of conventional dynamic programming techniques (Pierre,

1986).

The solution procedure of RLS-DP consists of two phases: the dynamic

programming phase, and the strategy phase. The DP phase consists of traditional

dynamic programming applied to a restricted domain of the state space, i.e., not all

possible thinning combinations are evaluated. As the algorithm alternates between

the two phases, better solutions are obtained, resulting in convergence to a local

optimum, which may or may not be a component of the global optimum.

The statement 'may or may not be a component of the global optimum' makes

an important point, that RLS-PLUS is a heuristic, and a heuristic by definition does

not necessarily find the optimal solution, but finds good solutions. RLS-PLUS is a

heuristic because of its incorporation of RLS-DP as discussed above, and also

because of its basis in the PATH algorithm, which only utilizes one stage look

aheads, and finally because the equations of motion are not strictly concave (largely

due to the inconsistencies of Scribner volume calculations). The potential problem

with one stage look aheads is that decisions are made for the stage with only that

10
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stages information. Thus if the price of a species which has been retained in the

stand drops sharply in the fourth stage, decisions with respect to that species in the

first stage may be sub optimal. This problem was addressed by Yoshimoto (1988)

with a multi-stage PATH algorithm. Solutions between single and multi-stage PATH

varied by less than two percent.

The term optimal is used throughout the text, but given the above insights,

the term is used loosely to define "good" solutions.



THE RLS-PLUS ALGORITHM

The RLS-PLUS algorithm is a series of regional optimization problems. The

procedure for solving each regional problem is essentially a combinatorial searchf

which attempts to determine the combination of controls to thin, and their respective

thinning levels. The selected controls and thinning levels will maximize a given

objective function, in this case equation 2.6. The searching consists of two distinct

phases, which are referred to as search phases, and are the initialization phase, and

the adjustment phase.

The initialization phase (IP) determines initial thinning levels for each control,

as such only non-active controls i.e., controls with a thinning level of zero, are

evaluated. The adjustment phase (AP) determines if the current thinning levels for

the active controls, i.e., controls with a strictly positive thinning level, are optimal if a

new control should enter the solution. If the A.P determines an active controls

thinning level is non-optimal, the AP will adjust the thinning level to its new optimal

level. The AP is also defined as a recursive search because an AP that alters the

thinning level of any control immediately requires a subsequent adjustment phase on

the n-i (where n is the number of controls the AP will search) other non-zero

thinning levels. This immediacy is necessary because when the thinning level of any

one control is adjusted, other thinning levels may become sub-optimal, and thus

need to be adjusted to maximize the objective function.

Previously, the PATH algorithm was described as a series of single state,

single stage DP problems. However, in place of the traditional recurrence relation,

each PATH single state, single stage DP problem maximizes the objective function

developed previously (equation 2.6):

Maximize J= f(X') = Y11i +
O<[TJ

12



with f(x') f(X°),
with P(X)f*(XO),

with f(X')f(X°),

x'( 4 ,O ,0 ,0- X jX

X, (
10 ,l ,0 ,0

- X iX 2X 3,,,X rn)

X' (x'?,x',x,,,x'°m)

'3

The solution procedure for each regional optimization problem begins with

each element of the control vector, X', being set to zero. The objective function

f*(xI) is then solved for the discounted value of the future stand when no thinning

occurs, i.e.:

X X'° =(x'x,x',,,x') with f*(X'o) = RSVn-'-l.

where a superscript of zero represents controls not allowed to vary in the current

search phase, and a superscript of I represents the control being relaxed in the

current search phase. The subscript is the control number.

The analogy to single state, single stage DP is made because in a problem

formulated with m controls, the first initialization phase consists of m single state,

single stage DP problems, each solved for the given node interval, (each single stage,

single state DP solution is henceforth referred to as an iteration). The initialization

phase leads to the following family of solutions:

X' -(x',x',,,,x') with f*(X11)>f*(X°).

where X is the control vector of the th search phase, in this case the first search

phase, which is an initialization search phase with the jth control relaxed. The

maximum objective function value, f*(x), is saved for each iteration, i.e., for all

m controls, as is the thinning level, x's', which leads to F(X'). The that
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maximizes F(X') provides the best region of all m controls, and thus becomes the

base region for the remaining search phases, that is:

',i ...' ,O ,0 ,1 ,0
J

illustrating that control x's, which maximized J is saved, and set to its optimal

thinning level. All other controls remain at their previous level, in this case zero,

concluding the first initialization phase.

The second search phase is also an Initialization Phase, i.e., more single state,

single stage DP problems applied to the restricted domain consisting of rn-i non-

active controls. Each of the rn-I non-active controls are relaxed as in the previous

phase, leading to the following set of solution values:

[P(x'), f(xj),,, P(X'.)), (X')),,7 (X'.]
The f(X') which maximizes f2*(X') is control x'. The resulting control vector

becomes:

,,2 -( ,0 ,0 ,1 ,2 ,0'
1,X 2" jX k,,X mi

Control was able to enter the solution because f(X') is greater than

f( X '). If this was not the case, the regional control problem would be complete

with the one active control, X's, and RLS-PLUS would proceed to the next stage.

The current base region, X'2, now has two controls active, x' and x

However, with the addition of x' to the solution the control level of x' may no

longer be optimal for base region X'2. To determine if any adjustment to x' is

necessary, an adjustment phase is begun. The adjustment phase checks for changes

in the control levels of the current set of active controls, region X'2, due to the
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presence of a new active control, x. This new active control, from the previous IP

search, is referred to as the key control for the AP search.

In general, the AP search process is the standard single state, single stage DP

algorithm, except that the key control is not allowed to vary. If the level of an

active control changes, it becomes the key control, and a new adjustment phase

begins immediately. The levels of the active controls are recursively adjusted in this

manner until no improvement in the objective function is realized. (Yoshimoto et a4

1990).

Continuing with the current example, assume the thinning level of the first

control variable, x', changes given the non-zero thinning level of control variable

x', yielding base region:

v-3 =( ,0 0 ,3 ,2 ,0\
z X X

Control x' now becomes the key control and a successive AP is completed.

Assuming no change to the thinning level of x', the optimal base region after this

fourth search phase is:

x'4 =(x',,,x',xt,,x'°).
This is a stable solution coming from the AP because X'4 is identical to X'3.

Once a stable solution in the adjustment phase is achieved, RLS-PLUS

returns to the initialization phase. The IP search iterates through the non-active

controls of base region X, i.e.,

1 ,0 ,0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,0
1. X 1,X 2" ,X j _1X .4,,X k k ml'

yielding ni-2 solutions. Allowing J' can be improved by bringing x' into the

solution, adjustment of controls x', x', and will occur in the ensuing AP

search until these variables stabilize.
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The algorithm proceeds in this manner, limiting the search to the active or

non-active controls, until an Initialization Phase fails to determine an additional

control active. Once this occurs, no further increase in the objective function J"

(equation 2.6) can be realized, and the regional optimization problem is complete.

RLS-PLUS will apply the controls and update the state vector to the start of the next

stage. The global problem is also solved up to the end of this stage (by way of the

PATH algorithm), because the objective function in the regional optimization

problem incorporates the simultaneous maximization of the thinning revenues and the

corresponding discounted value of the residual stand at time n+1.

In summary, through the process of the IP searches specifying initial optimal

levels of the controls, and the adjustments to these controls via the AP searches, a

series of regions are created. Each successive region offers a greater value for the

objective function When an [P fails to find a better region, i.e.,

XR XR-1

where R is the final IP, and XR4 is the resulting region from a stable adjustment

phase, the algorithm has solved the current regional optimization problem.

The RLS-PLUS algorithm has solved all possible regional optimization

problems when the objective function is maximized by final harvesting the stand, that

is, the optimal discounted value of the residual stand at time n+1 is zero. The

RSVn+1 value is zero when the marginal value growth percentage (the discounted

increase in value of the stand, divided by the stand value at the beginning of the

period) of the stand is less than:

Limit = (i+j)t - i (3.1)

Where r is the discount rate
t is the discrete time between thinning
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In the case of thinning and final harvest costs being identical, if the stand was allowed

to grow beyond this point, the single rotation present net worth of the stand would

begin to decrease.

Figure 1 is an overview of the RLS-PATH algorithm. The left-hand side of

the flow chart is the regional optimization problem, illustrating the flow of the

algorithm from the initialization search to the active search, and the recursive nature

of the active search if a better solution is found within that phase. The right-hand

side of the figure relates to the stopping criteria of RLS-PLUS. The figure illustrates

the end of a regional optimization problem occurring when the non-active search

phase fails to find a better solution, as discussed above. Also shown is the

termination of the algorithm when the RSVn+1 value is zero after an adjustment

phase, indicating final harvest.
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Economic Input Parameters

THE ORGANON-PLUS OPTIMIZER

The RLS-PLUS algorithm is applied to the ORGANON growth and yield

model, version 3.0 (Hann et al., 1990), resulting in the optimization model

ORGANON-PLUS. ORGANON is a single tree, distance and age independent

growth model that projects the growth of five species groups: Douglas-fir, grand

fir/white fir, ponderosa pine/sugar pine, other conifers (western hemlock, incense-

cedar, etc), and a mixed hardwoods group. Version 3.0 does not predict ingrowth

into the stand over the growth cycle.

RLS-PLUS classifies each of ORGANONS species groups into five diameter

classes; 0.0" - 5.9", 6.0" - 9.9", 100" - 13.9", 14.0"-17.9", and 18.0", specifying a

twenty-five state variable problem. The latter four of the five diameter classes are

considered merchantable, yielding twenty control variables in the optimization

process. Note that the growth model is driven by the full tree list attribute set;

classification is for regional optimization only.

Stand Input Parameters

ORGANON-PLUS requires a standard ORGANON input file containing tree

diameters, heights, crown ratios, and the expansion factors. Site index (height at

breast height age 50), stand age, and calibration ratios are also required.

19

ORGANON-PLUS will determine optimal thinning removals given the
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minimum economic information of a discount rate, and stumpage values. Unit

stumpage rates are per MBF (Scribner log volumes), categorized by conifer species

group and log top diameter (two inch increments to a thirty-two inch and greater

class). Hardwood revenues are per MCF.

Dollar per MBF cost information may also be included in the following

categories; sale preparation, logging and hauling. Each cost category can be

specified for thinning and final harvest.

Logging costs are specified by log top diameter (32 ft. log length, trees are

bucked into 32 ft lengths, last log is 32 ft or less in 2 ft increments) and by conifer

species group. These costs are represented by a linear equation for which upper and

or lower bounds may be specified. Figure 2 illustrates potential thinning stump to

truck costs.

Hauling costs are a single $/MBF value regardless of piece size.

Model Setup

The examples of ORGANON-PLUS presented in the following text optimize

a hypothetical stand where each of the initial state levels (trees per acre) are equal

across all conifer species. Hardwoods were omitted from the evaluations. With

respect to the economics input, only stumpage revenues and a discount rate are

implemented. This hypothetical stand structure and basic economic scenario is

designed to assist in the validation of the model, i.e. does the model behave in a

manner which could be stated apriori. The model behavior is evaluated in terms of

species interactions and economic trade-off in the optimization process.

The initial state variables are set at 93.53, 40.57, 6.03, 0.00, and 0.00 trees

per acre for each of the five diameter classes, for all conifer species. Each of the
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trees which comprise these totals are identical across all species; that is the

diameters, heights, and crown ratios which make up the Douglas-fir portion of the

acre, are identical to the diameters, heights, and crown ratios of each of the trees in

the three other species groups. The total volume of the stand is thus distributed at

approximately 25% per species (Douglas-fir- 631.8 bf, grand fir- 734.9 bf, ponderosa

pine- 479.3 bf, western hemlock- 631.8 bf).

Trees per acre total 560.5, with a stand basal area of 109.7, resulting in 2.478

MBF per acre. The stand is twenty-five years old (established 1967, first year of

simulation is 1992) with a Douglas-fir site index of 117, and a ponderosa pine site

index of 110. All calibration ratios are 1.00.

Stumpage values for the current example range from $IOOIMBF for a six to

eight inch top log diameter, to $58OIMBF for logs with a top diameter greater than

thirty-two inches; exact log prices are in table 1. The discount rate is 0.04. The time

between thinnings is twenty years. A ten tree node interval is used in the simulation

process.

Model Results

In general terms, the optimal control trajectories (PNW criterion) emphasized

thinning western hemlock early in the rotation, 1992 and 2012, followed by primarily

ponderosa pine and Douglas-fir, 2032. By the year 2052 the stand is projected to be

98% grand fir, with a volume of 54 MBF. Eighty-four percent of this volume is

removed in 2052 (44.2 MBF). Sixty years later in 2112, western hemlock has

become the major component of the stand at 66%, 6.1 MIBF. All hemlock is

removed at this point, followed by the remaining Douglas-fir, 0.743 MBF, and the

remaining pine, 1.964 MBF in 2132. ORGANON-PLUS final harvests the stand



Table 1. liMBER STUMPAGE VALUES ($/MBF)

TOP
DIAM

DOUG
FIR

GR/WH
HR

PD/SG
PINE

W.HEM
I. CED

6"-8" $100 $100 $100 $100
8"-1 0" $125 $125 $125 $125

1 0"-1 2" $150 $150 $150 $150

12"-14" $175 $175 $175 $175
1 4"-1 6" $205 $205 $205 $205

16"-18" $240 $240 $240 $240

1 8"-20" $275 $275 $275 $275

20"-22" $315 $315 $315 $315

22"-24" $360 $360 $360 $360

24"-26" $410 $410 $410 $410

26"-28" $460 $460 $460 $460

28"-30" $510 $510 $510 $510
30"-32" $550 $550 $550 $550

32" + $580 $580 $580 $580
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twenty years later in 2152, removing 7.247 MBF of grand fir. Figure 3 illustrates

these changes in stand composition from 1992 to 2152.

The optimal rotation age with respect to maximizing the soil expectation

value of the stand is 85 years, thus requiring a final harvest in the year 2052. The

optimal SEV is $1,008, and occurs 100 years before the optimal PNW rotation age

of the stand (see figure 4). Net revenues from thinning over the 85 years range from

$63 to $4,440; the final harvest nets $12,854 from 55.14 MBF. Initial and residual

volumes with thinning revenues are illustrated in figure 5.

The extended lag time between the optimal SEV and PNW is a result of the

optimization framework which models individual trees in the stand. As noted, 83%

of the volume is removed in 2052 under the PNW criterion. At the start of the next

period 37.9 trees per acre remain, with a quadratic mean diameter of 16.4". A stand

with this type of structure yields increases in value above the minimum marginal

value growth percentage (equation 3.1) which terminates program execution.

The optimal thinning regime continues to remove enough trees at each entry

to stay above the termination criteria point until 2152, when only one species

diameter state variable is non-zero, with less trees than the node interval. At this

point ORGANON-PLUS has only two options, clear-cut, or leave the stand

unchanged. In this case the algorithm final harvested the stand. For lower sites, the

stand would often be final harvested prior to only one species diameter state variable

being non-zero.

The thinning regime for the optimal rotation period of 85 years begins at age

twenty-five with a light thinning of the larger western hemlock trees. Twenty years

later the thin focuses on the ponderosa pine, and recommends removing

approximately half the merchantable western hemlock. A heavy thinning occurs in

2032 at stand age 65, removing 53% of the stand volume in 65% of the stems. The
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Figure 5. RESULTING VOLUMES AND REVENUES FOR THE
ORGANON-PLUS OP11MAL HARVEST STRATEGY
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final harvest occurs in 2052. The specifics of the thinning regime, that is the actual

control levels, are listed in table 2, general stand statistics for the rotation are in table

3.

Sensitivity Analysis

The optimal thinning trajectory favored the removal of the species with the

least financial growth over the stated period. Because the objective function

(equation 2.6) maximizes the returns at the beginning of the current period plus the

residual stand value at the beginning of the next period, species that mature little

financially have the least to offer to the objective function with respect to the fi.iture

value of the stand, and are thus best utilized as current revenues. Figure 6 illustrates

the relative financial growth of the conifer groups from one period to the next,

allowing the stand was optimally thinned in the previous periods, but not the current

one. It is directly observable from this figure when cross referenced with table 2,

that species with the minimum dollar appreciation for the current period were chosen

for thinning.

When pricing all species equally, the states with the least value appreciation

are also the states with the least volume appreciation. It is thus the board foot

growth relationships which determine the stage-wise control trajectories with respect

to which species are thinned. Western hemlock grows the slowest of the species

groups and was subsequently thinned whenever it became a significant component of

the stand, as illustrated by figure 3. Grand fir on the other hand is a more tolerant,

faster growing species, i.e. its economic growth over the twenty year period was

most likely to exceed that of the other species in the stand. Grand fir was therefore

favored as a major component of the stand throughout much of the rotation.



Doug Fir

Cuir Thin

Grand Fir

Curr Thin

P. Pine

Gun thin

W. Hemlock

Curl Thin

Totals
0.63
$63

0 - 5.99 93.53 93.53 0.00

0.00
$0

93.53 0.00

0.63
$63

Doug Fir
Curt Thin

Grand
Curt

Fir
Thin

P. Pine

Curt thin

W. 1-lemlock

Cuni Thin

Totals
6.90

$838

18.59

6.02
$750

0.88
$88

Pine

thin
- çqq a .00 0.00 0.00 .00

Table 2. ThINNING PRESCRIP11ON FOR ORGANON-PLUS OP11MAL

HARVEST STRATEGY

1992

Values are trees/acre by species and diameter classes.
'Curt' is current state level. 'thin' is optimal control level.
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0.00 93.53 0.00
6-9.99 40.57 0.00 40.57 0.00 40.57 0.00 40.57 30.00

10- 13.99 6.03 0.00 6.03 OOO 6.03 0.00 6.03 6.03

14- 17.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

18 + 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

MBF 0.00 0.00

Value $0 $0

2012
0 - 5.99 13.93 0.00 0.00 16.65 0.00 21.97 0.00

6-9.99 62.70 0.00 65.26 0.00 63.64 20.00 77.31 40.00

10 - 13.99 35.00 0.00 35.39 0.00 34.52 30.00 0.00 0.00

14- 17.99 4.76 0.00 4.79 0.00 4.68 4.68 0.00 0.00

18 + 6.01 0.00 6.02 0.00 5.94 5.94 0.00 0.00

MBF 0.00 0.00

Value $0 $0

2032
Doug Fir
Curr Thin

Grand Fir
Curt Thin

P. Pine
Curr thin

W. Hemlock
Curr Thin

0 - 5.99 3.30 0.00 824 0.00 4.65 0.00 0.00 0.00

6 -9.99 25.02 25.02 30.74 30.74 16.55 16.55 48.46 30.00

10- 13.99 24.38 24.38 26.49 0.00 20.42 20.42 7.31 7.31

14- 17.99 33.78 33.78 34.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

18 + 10.69 10.00 10.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Totals

MBF 23.44 2.01 3.51 1.17 30.13

Value $3,751 $201 $371 $117 $4,440

Doug Fir Grand Fir P. W. Hemlock

2052 Curr Thin Curt Thin Curt Curt Thin

-. ...-.. .00 0.00 0.00 0 0.00 0

6-9.99 0.77 0.77 0.00 0.00 1.24 1.24 17.23 17.23

10 - 13.99 0.00 0.00 19.22 19.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

:14 - 17.99 0.00 0.00 17.05 17.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

18 0.68 0.68 33.87 33.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Totals

MBF 0.63 54.02 0.00 0.50 55.14

Value $149 $12,655 $0 $50 $12,854



Value of
Standing
Timber

PNW if
Stand Final
Hacvested

SEV if
Stand Final
Harvested

Discounted QMD at QMD
After

Thinning

$63

524 7 47 5

Table 3. STAND STATISTKS FOR ORGANON-PLtJS OPTIMAL HARVEST
STRATEGY
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Year
Volume at

Start of
Period

(All Volumes are MBF)
Volume Residual
Thinned Volume

Percent
Volume

Removed
Net Revenue PNWof

From Thin Thin Revenue
1992 2.5 0.6 1.8 25% $63
2012 27.7 6.9 20.8 25% $838 $382
2032 57.0 30.1 26.9 53% $4,440 $925
2052 55.1 45.9 9.3 83% $11,295 $1,074
2072 17.8 11.0 6.8 62% $2,529 $110
2092 13.8 9.8 4.0 71% $2,517 $50
2112 9.3 62 32 66% $1,144 $10
2132 7.1 2.7 4.3 38% $974 $4
2152 72 72 0.0 100% $2,622 $5

Year Value of
Future Stand

Start of
Period

1992 $248 $93 $149 $1,559 6 5.8

2012 $3,415 $608 $734 $4,308 9.7 9.4

2032 $9,439 $905 $981 $5,866 12.7 13.6

2052 $12,854 $972 $1,008 $1,701 17.6 12.6

2072 $3,726 $977 $994 $1,402 16.4 13.9

2092 $3,073 $981 $988 $832 18.5 16.5

2112 $1,822 $983 $986 $969 21.9 211
2132 $2,123 $984 $985 $1,197 28.1 25.6

2152 $2,622 $984 $985 $0 30.9 0

Year
Trees I Acre
at Start of

Period

Trees I Acre
at End of
Period

Trees I Acre
Thinned

Basal Area
at Start of

Period

Basal Area
at End of

Period

Basal Area
Thinned

1992 560.5 .5 36 109.
2012 477.1 376.5 100.6 245.8 179.6 66.3
2032 305.7 107.5 198.2 270 107.7 162.3

2052 93.7 39.9 53.8 157.8 34.6 123.2

2072 37.9 27.9 10 55.9 29.6 26.3
2092 27.7 20.9 6.8 51.7 31.1 20.6
2112 20.9 4.1 16.7 54.5 10 44.5
2132 4.1 2.9 12 17.6 10.2 7.4
2152 2.9 0 2.9 14.8 0 14.8



Figure 6. INCREASE IN ECONOMIC VALUE OVER TWENTY YEAR PERIODS
FROM THE ORGANON-PLUS MODEL
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The above optimization example illustrates that ORGANON-PLUS behaves

in a manner consistent with standard forest growth dynamics. To explore how the

stand growth dynamics can be altered by species specific economic rewards, i.e.,

shifting the emphasis of the model to be driven more by economics in species

selection, requires species groups to be valued differently. For the purposes of

validating and exploring the model's behavior, the value of only one species group

was altered in each model run. The sensitivity of the model with respect to species

interactions as a function of varied economic values is most obvious when tested in

this incremental manner.

Two additional pricing scenarios were developed to test the sensitivity of

ORGANON-PLUS to changing economic values. The first of these scenarios values

western hemlock at twice the rate of the other three species groups. Western

hemlock was selected because it is the species thinned most frequently, and when

validating the behavior of ORGANON-PLUS, western hemlock is the species which

will be hardest to maintain in the stand. By valuing this species above the three

others, its slow volume growth will be supplemented by its higher economic value.

This increases the species value to the residual stand variable in the objective

function (RSVn+l). The greater western hemlock value in the residual stand, the

lower the probability of it being thinned, eventually leading to a higher percentage of

the species remaining in the stand relative to the initial harvest trajectory discussed.

The stumpage values for western hemlock stumpage were increased to $200

per MIBF for a six to eight inch tip (32 foot log length), to $1 160 per MIBF for tip

diameters greater than thirty two inches, the stumpage price for the other three

species are unchanged. As expected, the increased value of hemlock increases its

contribution to the residual stand variable, thus the proportion of the species in the

stand increases through time, relative to the initial example. Specifically, in this
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second model run, western hemlock comprises five percent of the volume of the

stand at the beginning of the second, third, and fourth periods. The constant five

percent level contrasts to a declining percentage in the first model run ( 4% in period

two to 1% in period four). The species then jumps to 49% of the volume by the year

2072, largely at the expense of grand fir.

The increases of western hemlock volume in the stand are illustrated in figure

7. Both figure 7 and figure 8 illustrate the species composition of the stand before

thinning for years 1992 to 2072. Each year in each figure has a pair of bar graphs.

The left bar is the stand composition, in terms of percent of a species comprising an

acre, for the equal pricing scenario. The right bar of the pair is the resulting stand

composition when hemlock (figure 7) is priced at twice the value of the other

species.

The second additional pricing scenario was designed to validate the model

from a slightly different perspective, one of facilitating the removal of a species

group from the stand over time. Western hemlock was selected for the previous

model scenario because it represented the extreme case of species removal.

Consistent with the selection of extreme cases, grand fir is the species least likely to

be harvested over the rotation. Following the opposite logic of the hemlock

example, the objective now is to reduce the value of grand fir to the residual stand

one period in the future (RSVn+1). This of course is achieved by valuing grand fir

lower than the remaining species, specifically; $50/MBF to $260/MBF for 6 inch to

32 inch top log diameters, which is half the value of the other species.

Decreasing the value of grand fir slows the economic growth of the species

relative to the other species in the stand when compared to the initial test case. In

this situation the grand fir eventually declines in volume, a result of the smaller value

to the residual stand variable. Grand fir is therefore thinned out earlier than in the
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at twice all other species.



Figure 8. COMPARISON OF SPECIES COMPOSITION BEFORE THINNING
WHEN GRAND FIR IS VALUED AT HALF ALL OTHER SPECIES
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initial run, most notably in 2032. Figure 8 illustrates the species composition of the

stand in the same manner as figure 7. Grand fir does not begin to decline in the stand

until year 2032, and is then only different by an absolute 4%. In 2052 the stand has

28% less grand fir by volume contrasted to the initial solution.

The above two examples have demonstrated the sensitivity of ORGANON-

PLUS to differences in species stumpage prices. Because only one species was

priced differently and the stand was an approximately equal mix of all four conifer

species, the results were predictable. In examples where the stumpage prices vary

for all species, and vary for thinning versus final harvesting, the results are less

intuitive. Using real stand data without constant species proportions or tree

attributes also obscures the above relationships to growth and financial dynamics.



DISCUSSION

Advantages of Twenty Controls

Previous dynamic programming optimization formulations were less

dimensionally complex than the formulation presented here, i.e., fewer state

variables, and thus could not differentiate between species in the optimization

process. The accounting for species interaction yields several significant advantages

over defining the states solely as a function of tree diameter.

The first advantage is the increased soil expectation value that the higher

dimensioned problem yields. To illustrate this, each of the three scenarios presented

thus far were also optimized in a four control variable formulation, that is all species

were grouped into generic diameter classes. Increases in SEV obtained with twenty

controls versus four controls range from 9.1% to 11.2% (table 4). These increases

are obviously a function of the stand composition. Stands heavy to a single species

group would exhibit less of a difference between problem setups.

The second advantage is that stumpage prices are input by species group and

log top diameter, thus giving ORGANON-PLIJS the ability to model stumpage

markets more accurately.

Extensions

ORGANON-PLUS yields detailed information on optimal thinning regimes.

However, an increased level of detail could be included in the optimization

procedure, which may yield solutions superior to the framework presented thus far.

37



ECONOMIC
DATA

EQUAL VALUE -20
EQUAL VALUE -4

GRAND LOW -20
GRAND LOW-4

HEMLOCKHIGH -20
HEMLOCK HIGH -4

Table 4. COMPARISONS OF SOIL EXPECTATION VALUE FOR
TWENTY CONTROL VARIABLES VS. FOUR CONTROL VARIABLES

38

OPTiMAL ROTA11ON MAXIMUM SOIL
LENGTh EXPECTATION VALUE DIFFERENCE

80 YEARS $1,008
60 YEARS $895 $113 ....112%

80 YEARS $1,535
60 YEARS $1,395 $140

80 YEARS $1,066
60 YEARS $953 $113 .... 10.6%

The twenty control variable problems calculate between 600 and 700
functional evaluations, requiring 9 to 10 minutes of CPU time. The four
control variable problems averaged only 43 functional evaluations, requiring
70 seconds. The optimizations were solved on a 80386 CPU running at 33
MHz, with an intel 80387 math coprocessor.
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Examples of enhancements which would increase the detail of the solution

are the incorporation of an optimal bucking algorithm, applying log defect rules, both

deterministic and stochastic, or allowing precommercial thinning of the current sub-

merchantable class. Allowing the removal of the sub-merchantable diameter class in

previous optimization models has led to an increase in the objective function (Haight,

1985). Changing the framework of ORGANON-PLUS in this capacity would offer

results consistent with these past models.

Other possible extensions relate directly to the search algorithm. Several

different approaches were implemented to improve the value of the guiding objective

fi.inction. One routine incorporated a convergence algorithm over a restricted region

of the control which maximized the objective function for the search phase.

Essentially the algorithm takes the optimal level of the control from the standard

solution technique, and then determines the objective function value for plus and

minus 4 trees and 2 trees (assuming a node interval of ten trees). This allows the

solution procedure to search a better defined region of the state space. The control

level which maximizes the objective function is saved, and the convergence routine

then checks plus and minus one tree from the optimum.

Applying this convergence routine to several different stand structures and

pricing scenarios resulted in superior thinning regimes with respect to the optimal soil

expectation value in approximately 75% of the runs. The remaining 25% yielded

inferior results. In no cases was the result better or worse by more than 0.85% of the

optimal solution determined without the convergence routine, although the thinning

regime had marked differences in timing and intensity of removals.

The reason behind the lack of consistently and significantly better answers is

that all conifer timber outputs are in Scribner board feet. Scribner log volumes do

not uniformly increase with increasing tip diameter and log lengths, leading to
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irregularities in the production surface. This artifact of the problem formulation

leads to violations of the Weierstrass condition of optimality (Intrilligator, 1971).

Had the problem been specified in cubic foot units, the convergence routine would

have been better behaved.

The above convergence routine was applied to the hypothetical stand

example, the results of which are in table 5 and table 6. Comparing the results listed

in table 5 to the stand level statistics for the optimal harvest strategy without the

convergence algorithm in table 3, differences in average stand parameters over the

simulation of stand development,(see table 7), are generally not significant (0.5% to

10.6%). However, when comparing the control level thinning prescriptions,

differences in species selection for removal and removal levels are completely

different at times. For example, without the convergence algorithm, in 2012 no

Douglas-fir is removed, but with the convergence algorithm, 62.6 Douglas-fir trees

are removed.

These differences illustrate the heuristic nature of ORGANON-PLUS, and

that multiple solutions, i.e., thinning prescriptions, exist which offer soil expectation

values within plus or minus one percent of each other.

Constraints

The format of ORGANON-PLUS discussed to this point is clearly a case of

unconstrained profit maximization, within the boundaries of the problem formulation

and assumptions. However, as is prevalent in much economic literature, profit

maximization is rarely the only, or the most important objective, although it is

unquestionably a guiding criteria in modern forest management. Forest management

concerns other than profit maximization can be categorized as a combination of



o - 5.99 93.53 9353 0.00 .00

3 52 0.00 3.66 3.66 0.00 0.00 .00

Values ace trees/acre by species and diameter classes.
Curr is current state level. thin' is optimal control level.

2012
Doug Fir
Curr Thin

Grand Fir
Cuff Thin

P. Pine
Curr thin

W. Hemlock
Curr Thin

0-5.99 13.87 0.00 18.55 0.00 16.69 0.00 21.96 0.00
6 - 9.99 62.65 62.65 65.22 0.00 63.59 24.00 78.65 28.00

10- 13.99 35.01 0.00 35.39 0.00 34.51 34.51 1.64 1.64
14- 17.99 4.76 0.00 4.79 0.00 4.68 4.68 0.00 0.00

18 + 6.01 0.00 6.02 0.00 5.94 5.94 0.00 0.00
Totals

MBF 2.47 0.00 6.54 0.71 9.72
Value $247 $0 $801 $71 $1,119

Doug Fir Grand Fir P. Pine W. Hemlock
2032 Gun Thin Curr Thin Curr thin Curr Thin

0 - 5.99 3.52 0.00 8.53 0.00 4.74 0.00 0.00 0.00
6-9.99 0.00 0.00 31.18 31.18 16.44 16.44 43.59 25.00

10 - 13.99 0.00 0.00 26.61 0.00 13.09 13.09 25.58 0.00
14- 17.99 33.81 33.81 34.84 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

18+ 10.69 10.00 10.79 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Totals

MBF 18.00 2.29 2.47 0.78 23.54
Value $3,176 $230 $252 $78 $3,736

Doug Fir Grand Fir P. Pine W. Hemlock
2052 Curr Thin Curr Thin Curr thin Cucr Thin

0-5.99 0.00 0
6-9.99 0.77 0.77 0.00 0.00 1.24 1.24 17.23 17.23

10 - 13.99 0.00 0.00 19.22 1922 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
14- 17.99 0.00 0.00 17.05 17.05 000 0.00 0.00 0.00

18 + 0.68 0.68 33.87 33.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Totals

MBF 0.63 54.31 0.00 2.72 57.66
Value $149 $12,728 $0 $300 $13,177
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Table 5. ThINNING PRESCRIPTiON FOR ORGANON-PLUS OPTIMAL
HARVEST STRATEGY USING A CONVERGENCE ALGOR1HM

Doug Fir Grand Fir P. Pine W. Hemlock

1992 Curr Thin Cuir Thin Curr thin Curr Thin

0.00 9353 0 93.53 0.00
6 - 9.99 40.57 0.00 40.57 0.00 40.57 0.00 40.57 27.00

10 - 13.99 6.03 0.00 6.03 0.00 6.03 0.00 6.03 6.03

14 - 17.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

18 + 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Totals

MBF 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.63

Value $0 $0 $0 $63 $63
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Value of
Standing
Timber

QMD at
Start of
Period

QMD
After

Thinning

Year
Volume at

Start of
Period

Volume
Thinned

Residual
Volume

Net Revenue
From Thin

1.9

Year

521.5 33 1091 954
1541

14.3
92.3

STAND STA11S11S FOR ORGANON-PLUS OPTiMAL HARVEST
STRATEGY USING A CONVERGENCE ALGORITHM

Year
PNW1f

Stand Final
Harvested

SEVif
Stand Final
Harvested

Discounted
Value of

Future Stand
1992 $248 $93 $149 $1,562 6 5.8

2012 $3,423 $609 $735 $4,047 9.7 9.4

2032 $8,867 $908 $984 $6,014 13.1 13

2052 $13,178 $977 $1,013 $559 16.9 12.9

2072 $1,226 $980 $996 $1,266 17.6 17.6

2092 $2,774 $983 $990 $931 22.3 21.5

2112 $2,041 $984 $987 $464 26.7 19.1

2132 $1,016 $984 $986 $908 24.7 23.3

2152 $1,989 $985 $985 $908 28.8 0

(All Volumes are MBF) Percent
Volume PNW of
Removed Thin Revenue

1992 2.5 25% $62 $62
2012 27.8 9.7 18.1 35% $1,119 $511

2032 51.8 23.6 282 46% $3,736 $778
2052 57.7 53.9 3.8 93% $12,717 $1,209
2072 7.8 1.0 6.7 13% $146 $6
2092 13.6 9.2 4.4 68% $1,966 $39
2112 8.5 6.6 1.9 78% $1,690 $15
2132 4.1 0.7 3.5 16% $182 $1

2152 6.2 6.2 0.0 100% $1,989 $4

Trees I Acre Trees I Acre Trees I Acre Basal Area Basal Area Basal Area
at Start of at End of Thinned at Start of at End of Thinned

Period Period Period Period
1992 560.5
2012 479.9 318.5 161.4 247
2032 263.4 133.9 129.5 245 124.2 120.8
2052 118.7 35.9 82.8 184.1 32.7 151.4
2072 34 28.1 5.9 57.3 47.5 9.8
2092 27.9 13.7 14.2 75.4 34.5 40.8
2112 13.6 3.6 10 52.8 7.2 45.6
2132 3.6 2.9 0.7 11.9 8.5 3.4
2152 2.8 0 2.8 12.7 0 12.7
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SPECIES GROUP TOTALS WITH WIThOUT DIFFERENCE

1992 HARVEST MBF WA MBF WA MBF TPA
Douglas-fir 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0.0%
Grand Fir 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0.0%
P. Pine 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0.0%
W. Hemlock 0.63 33.00 0.63 36.00 0.0% 8.3%

2012 HARVEST MBF TPA MBF TPA MBF TPA
Douglas-fir 2.47 62.60 0.00 0.00 NIA N/A
Grand Fir 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.0% 0.0%
P. Pine 6.54 69.12 6.02 60.62 -8.6% -14.0%
W. Hemlock 0.71 29.60 0.88 40.00 19.3% 26.0%

2032 HARVEST MBF TPA MBF TPA MBF TPA
Douglas-fir 18.00 43.80 23.44 93.18 23.2% 53.0%
Grand Fir 229 31.18 2.01 30.74 -13.9% -1.4%
P. Pine 2.47 29.50 3.51 36.90 29.6% 20.1%
W. Hemlock 0.78 25.00 1.17 37.30 33.3% 33.0%

2052 FINAL HARVEST MBF TPA MBF TPA MBF TPA
Douglas-fir 0.63 1.45 0.63 1.45 0.0% 0.0%
Grand Fir 54.31 73.80 54.02 70.14 -0.5% -52%
P. Pine 0.00 1.24 0.00 1.24 00% 0.0%
W Hemlock 2.72 17.23 0.50 17.23 -444.0% 0.0%

Table 7. COMPARISON OF OP11MAL THINNING STRATEGIES
WITH AND WITHOUT CONVERGANCE ALGORITHM

STAND TOTALS WITH WITHOUT DIFFERENCE

Total MBF harvest 111.5 120.4 7.4%

Avg. MBF Harvested 12.4 13.3 6.8%

Avg. Net Revenue $2,623 $2,935 10.6%

Avg. SBA Harvested 54.6 53.3 -2.4%

Avg. WA Harvested 48.9 47.3 -3.4%

Avg. Initial QMD 18.4 17.9 -2.8%

Avg. Inital MBF 20.0 21.9 8.7%

Avg. Initial SBA 110.6 108.6 -1.8%

Avg. Initial TPA 167.1 170.0 1.7%

SEV $1,013 $1,008 -0.5%
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economic and biological concerns which are short term or long term in nature.

ORGANON-PLUS can potentially model these types of constraints by restricting

feasible harvest levels.

Short term economic constraints are common in forest management

decisions. Examples are cash and or timber flow requirements, such as the

requirement of a minimum net dollar return or MBF harvested to justif' entering a

stand.

Biological constraints may be necessary to attain specific stand diversity

thresholds for the maintenance of wildlife habitat, to perform sanitation thinning of

poor quality stems, or to assure sufficient openings for regeneration to occur. These

types of constraints are modeled by controlling the residual stand structure at the

time of entry, and, or, the structure of the stand in a future period. Residual stand

constraints may be based on a minimum basal area for the residual stand, and a

minimum residual volume per acre. Each of these criteria may be specified by stand

totals, i.e., total stand basal area per acre and total MBF per acre. For a greater level

of detail, residual constraints could also be stated by species group totals, i.e.,

minimum residual basal area for ponderosa pine versus a different residual level for

Douglas-fir.

Residual stand constraints may also be specified on a residual stems per acre

criteria. Stems per acre constraints will typically be based on individual controls, in

terms of a required minimum percentage of stems remaining, plus or minus a stated

tolerance. The incorporation of a tolerance allows ranges of residual stems to be

analyzed in the optimization process. Figure 9 illustrates a diameter class frequency

graph of the current number of trees per acre (note this is actual stand data), the

maximum residual number of TPA to leave, and the minimum number of TPA to

leave, which should equate to the minimum residual stand basal area to maintain. In
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an unconstrained model run ORGANON-PLUS would evaluate thinning 5, 10, 15,

and 20 trees from the 12"-14" diameter class (assuming a 5 tree node interval). In a

constrained run the model will immediately remove 2 trees to attain the maximum

residual TPA of 18, and then only consider thinning 11 or 16 TPA in this class. This

constraint scenario is attained by stating leave 72% of the current TPA plus or minus

18% of the current TPA.

Residual trees per acre by control constraints offer total control over how the

stand is harvested through time, e.g. specifying zero tolerance on a minimum residual

number of TPA. However, the ability to manipulate thinning levels of individual

controls may not be needed in situations where controlling only the relative species

composition is desired. In these cases species composition would be defined at the

end of the period, thereby allowing the stand to grow into a desired composition.

Constraints on the species composition of a stand in a Eater period can be

based on total basal area per acre, total trees per acre or total volume per acre by

species group. An example would be to require a minimum of 50% of the stand

volume to be Douglas-fir, 30% pine, with the other 20% unconstrained. Any

thinning regimes which violated these percentages would not be allowed. Also

possible is to state future stand composition constraints in a more relaxed fashion by

stating the constraints as a function of the current stand composition. As an

example, if the stand is currently 30% pine, a land manager can specify that feasible

solutions must not vary more than plus or minus 20% of this current percent

composition. Thus solutions with 24% to 36% pine in the future stand offer feasible

solutions. Constraints of this nature disallow the possibility of an economically

driven monoculture.



CONCLUSION

ORGANON-PLUS is the first detailed thinning model capable of offering

information on species selection as a function of maximizing a land owners economic

return, i.e., the soil expectation value of a stand. For a single stand the model offers

specific information and recommendations for land managers on the timing and

intensity of species selection for the thinning process.

This information on thinning levels is easily incorporated into marking guides

for field crews. The marking guides would suggest favoring specific species and

sizes when marking a stand for thinning. The term favoring is used because a

forester may need to artfully adjust the solution given the clustered and general non-

homogenous nature of forests.

In this tactical application of the model, the stand would be simulated for a

ten or twenty year thinning period, thus obtaining information on only the current

entry. This information could be readily applied on the ground.

The model could also be used in more of a strategic nature when evaluating

the allocation of stands to harvest over a specific planning horizon. The process

would be to evaluate all stands having a potential entry over the planning horizon, at

each possible entry. The stands are then ranked to maximize present net worth or

possibly minimize the loss of value to stands

Given the amount of information ORGANON-PLUS incorporates into the

optimization process, it is the most efficient method of stand level forest planning

currently available. Combining the current optimization framework with constraints

would enhance the results and provide for the customized silvicultural demand

implied by "new forestry", thus making ORGANON-PLUS a powerful management

tool.
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